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SPOILER ALERT: If you have not read up to CH 226, everything that follows is a spoiler

NOTE: This paper is a very detailed analysis. Go to WHAT THIS ALL MEANS FOR 
CHIHAYAFURU on page 8 to skip detail

This piece is dedicated to a Ms. Anonymous. We recently exchanged comments about the 17 - 
Chihayaburu poem. I had been studying this poem for some time, and I just could not see how this was 
anything other than an Autumn Poem, and I said that. Ms. Anonymous’s idea was that indeed this poem
is about Love just as Kanade says that it is. Because I was making no headway with my view, I took 
and adopted Ms. Anonymous’s POV, and some amazing things happened. Looking at the poem from 
her POV, I could then see the mistake which I was making which was Symbolic Character 
Representation. I was stuck on putting the characters of the story into the poem. This doesn’t work as a 
direct symbolic replacement!

Rather the symbols of this poem are far more abstract than that kind of a simplistic reading. 

The very best analysis of this poem and all the poems of Chihayafuru is to be found here at “One
Thousand Summers”.

Hyakunin Isshu: poem 17 (Ariwara no Narihira  ・  Chihayaburu)   (  千早ぶる  )

This individual is far more competent than I to analyze in depth the poetry behind Chihayafuru so
rather  than  try  to  do  what  has  already  been  done,  please  read  this  page  in  the  link  above.  That
knowledge is necessary to follow the discussion below.
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The Kana Text                                            Romaji                                             Objects Named
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ちはやぶる                                                       Chihayaburu                                    Pillow word

                                                                                                    千早ぶる The ancient age of

神代も聞かず                                                   kami-yo mo kikazu                           The all powerful gods
神代もきかず

竜田川                                                             Tatsuta-gawa                                   The Tatsuta river

からくれなゐに                                                 kara-kurenai ni                                A very specific color
                                                                                            からくれないに RGB=#d0104c

水くくるとは                                             mizu kukuru to wa               The water of the
水くくるとは                                  mizu kuguru to wa          Tatsuta river
水くぐるとは                                            mizu kuguru to wa               (Modern usage)

千早ぶる
神代もきかず
龍田川
からくれないに
水くくるとは

The objects used in the poem are the all powerful gods, the Tatsuta river, a very specific color, and
water undergoing some sort of change. But of course this is a poem, and much more is going on here
than just the specific objects themselves.

My literature  professor  always held  that  poetry  could  not  be  translated  because  the  poem and its
connotations and allusions are so intimate with the language in which the poem is written. While I
agree basically, I think that analysis like the one above by One Thousand Summers, and what follows
can at least give a feel or two towards an English audience appreciation for the complexities involved,
and hopefully lead to some sort of understanding.
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The first element which I would like to discuss is the very first sound that the poem makes and that is  

  ち はや
           千 早 ぶる ふる

chi haya    buru  furu

chi Kana(ち)  or Kanji(  千 ). Actually in Japanese    千 is sen or a thousand but the written symbol 
is voiced as chi when coupled with other sounds and as sen when alone. Spirited Away (Japanese: 千と
千 尋 の 神 隠 し ,  Hepburn:  Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi, "Sen and Chihiro’s  Spiriting Away")  by
Hayao Miyazaki makes wonderful usage of this linguistic device in the Japanese.

The MC of the film, the young girl, Chihiro Ogino (  荻野 千尋, Ogino Chihiro) / Sen (千), asks the witch
Yubaba for a job and signs the work contract and then Yubaba steals her name in this wonderful
snippet from the film.

Yubaba removes  荻野 千尋   leaving only the  千 and so Chihiro becomes Sen. The Chinese character
 千 means a thousand, and this symbol entered the Japanese language with the same meaning, but the

Chinese sound is close to Chi so when the Kanji character is used with other syllables, the sound and
meaning change to Chi.

In Kana, the written symbol is   ち which sounds as Chi,  meaning blood, ancestry,  or passions. In
chapter 1, when Chihaya says she still does not understand her passion, it is somewhat of a play upon
the Chi sound in her name. The Kana(ち) has the first meaning of blood so that  Kanji(千)  translates to
Kana(ち) which would translate into English as blood.
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This may sound tedious, and it is, but explains the English translation of the poem as “blood, red,
Crimson” which is an accurate description of the     からくれなゐに kara-kurenai ni  color.

The second problem with the language of the poem takes place in the last line  水くくるとは mizu
kukuru to wa. Mizu  水 means water so it is clear enough the sentence is talking about the water of
the Tatsuta river. The verb  is   くくる   kukuru which means to tie-together or to tie-dye. This leads to a
very poetic allusion to the surface of the water which is now covered like a fine fabric or even silk
being tie-dyed the kara-kurenai color. This comes about as the Japanese Maple trees which line the
banks  of  the  Tatsuta  river  drop  their  leaves  into  the  river  during  Autumn.  This  then  leads  to
Chihayaburu being listed as nothing more than a scenic Autumn poem. End of story? But not so, if
people like Kanade Ōe (大江 奏 ,  Ōe Kanade) have her interpretation. She sees the poem as a love
poem, of a love that has never died.

Many language scripts have ambiguities with respect to which sounds are intended. Many languages
over the years have introduced diacritical marks in order to specify more exactly which sounds are
meant. Japanese is no different which has “sounding marks” or dakuten added to the kana script to
indicate exactly which sound is meant. But when the Chihayaburu poem was written almost a 千  years
ago, the language had no dakuten marks. When the poem was written,  くくる could be sounded as
kukuru or kuguru which are two very different words. In modern Japanese kuguru would be written as
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くぐる with the dakuten and could be written with Kanji as 潜る although usually only with Kana. The
meaning of the verb kuguru is not as straight forward as kukuru to tie-dye.

Kuguru has the sense of something hidden, and moving underneath with force or power. Moving water
contains a great deal of force, and Humans often underestimate the power of moving water. Almost
every year someone is swept over Nevada Falls in Yosemite because they underestimated the force of
the moving water of the Merced river. The same happens suddenly at the beach in the surf where rip-
tides can suddenly carry someone out to sea. We have all seen what horrors can come from a Tsunami
such as the 2004 Indian Ocean event or the 2011 Touhoku event in Japan.

It is quite possible that the poet intended a double reading in the last line to perhaps indicate a hidden
meaning, that he wished to read here both kukuru and kuguru and combine their imagery. Listening to
both words in the Japanese, they do sound very much alike. This would mean that the Tatsuta river has
two parts, the surface fabric dyed kara-kurenai, and the hidden moving water underneath the fabric
which carries the kara-kurenai downstream. We all know the power of Romantic love to carry us away.

Then some possible English translations of Chihayaburu (sorry professor) would be

Impassionate gods have never seen crimson that lies in the Tatsuta River.

Unheard even in the age of powerful gods, the waters of Tatsuta, tie-dyed in scarlet.

Unheard even in the age of powerful gods, the waters of Tatsuta, flowing under a layer of scarlet.

One Thousand Summers

Even in the age of swift gods and miracles, I have 
never seen such burning autumn red as drenches 
the Tatsuta River. 

Even in the age of ancient gods, I have never 
heard that the Tatsuta River dyed its water in 
autumn red.

Fandom.com
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Peter MacMillan Joshua Mostow
Such beauty unheard of Unheard of
even in the age of the raging gods -- even in the legendary age
the Tatsuta River of the awesome gods:
tie-dying its waters Tatsuta River in scarlet
in autumnal colours. and the water flowing under it.
 
reddit  wiki

the venerable
old gods were not even asked --
it is for herself
that the Tatsuta River
tie-dyes the water crimson

(trans. Köy Deli)

magnificence
not seen since the age of gods
in the Tatsuta River
the water is tie-dyed
a deep crimson red

(trans. Jane Reichhold)

https://100poems-100poets.blogspot.com/2012/06/017.html

Even the all powerful gods have never seen,
the Tatsuta river tie-dyed blood-red Crimson 
carried away by the hidden waters underneath

Even the all powerful gods have never seen,
the blood-red Crimson of the Tatsuta river
being carried away with such passion

Passion's power underneath, carries the blood-red Crimson farbric
away to unknow destinations, and even the mighty gods have never seen
this.
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With passion's power hidden underneath, the blood-red Crimson Silk is 
gently carried away to places yet unknown, and even then
the almighty gods of ancient times have never seen this!

Folcwine P. Pywackett

[Blood is justified by the CHI  ち  sound and Silk by the fact the poem was first
stitched  onto a  Silk  screen for  the  Empress.  “Gently….unknown” phrase from
Japanese poem, Hokorobi]
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WHAT THIS ALL MEANS FOR CHIHAYAFURU

This poem, Chihayaburu, is number 17  in  the  Hyakunin  Isshu collection  of  100 poems,  and  is  the
single most important poem to the story of Chihayafuru. You could even say that the entire story of
Chihayafuru is built around this poem which is Chihaya’s name card, and plays a very special role in
mediating the journey of Chihaya. 

This is how the author, Ms. Yuki Suetsugu sees the poem, and she seems to take the double reading of
the last line very much to heart.  The all Kana script is the Chihayaburu poem number 17, and her
background scene has two elements, 1) the kara-kurenai Japanese Maple leaf which would be reading
the last line as      水くくるとは mizu kukuru to wa   くくる=kukuru  to tie-dye;  and 2) the current of the
river as      水くぐるとは mizu kuguru to wa くぐる=kuguru  to move hidden or underneath with force or
power. The two symbols constantly reoccur in her story to such an extent that they seem to function as
some sort of visual comment.

Consider the following three panels from CH 205 where Shinobu is asking Chihaya to support her
move to a 5 game Queen tournament. The first page is spoken by Arata and is about Chihaya. Notice
the leaves, then the next two pages have the current where Shinobu is attempting to move Chihaya.
If Kanade is correct in her interpretation of the poem, then the kara-kurenai is Romantic love, and the
current  is  the  passion  which  moves  and  carries  Love,  and  never  dies.  This  interpretation  would
combine the two readings of the last line.

What we have here in these three panels which open CH 205, is a different visual story as background
to the actual event of the story, ie. Shinobu trying to convince Chihaya to support her 5 game series
plan.
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What they seem to say is:    Love is moved by Passion

Chihaya                                                                                        finds her Passion in Shinobu.

205.1                                                        205.2                                                         205.3

Shinobu is successful in moving Chihaya to her POV to support a 5 game Queen match in January.
This is ironic! Had she not done this, Shinobu would now be Queen again as of CH 226. We are
presently getting our feet wet in the river of irony. We will see at the end of Chihayafuru if that is true.

Perhaps the readers and fans of Chihayafuru are the ones being carried away!
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Tatsuta River Design on porcelain
Nabeshima, 17th-18th Century, Japan
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